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If I forget thee, 0 Jerusalem: 
The Jewish Exilic Mind in Else 
Lasker-Schiller's Ichundlch 

Nick Block) Emory University 

This article interrogates the play Ichundlch (Jandl) as a key work 
in understanding the exile of the German-Jewish writer Else La.sker
Schiiler. Ichundlch bears witness to the author's crisis of self after the 
Nazis revoked her German citizenship and extended her vacation to 
Jerusalem indefinitely. Written between 1940and1941, Lasker-Schul
er's rhyming avant-garde drama uses a Faustian framework to position 
her thoughts on Jerusalem and Berlin, heaven and hell, the eternal and 
the ephemeral. Despite the ruthless use ofVerfremdungseffekt (alien
ation effect) that keeps the audience questioning the author's motives, I 
a1lJUe that space, time, and fractured subjectivity are motifs through
out the play that reveal her antagonistic feelings toward her Jerusalem 
exile. This work marks a significant turn from her pre-exilic writings, 
which pushed the Zionist narrative in their effervescent idealization of 
the Jewish homeland. Here, rather than writing a play about atrium
phant homecoming, Lasker-Schuler condemns Jerusalem to hell. 

Ichundlch exposes the possibility ofZionist exile in the Land ofIsrael. 
The final years ofLasker-Schuler's life in Jerusalem present a limit case 
for exile studies-a space where exile meets homecoming. To evaluate 
this German-Jewish author's experience, I employ Edward Said and his 
reading of Dante's Inferno as the paradigmatic exilic work. Such a 
reading brings out the complexities, layers, and multiple inversions in 
Lasker-Schuler's text, which include her engagement with Jewish modes 
of representation even while she denounces the Jewish holy city. I situ
ate this lesser-known work in relation to Lasker-Schuler's pre-exilic and 
post-exilic writings to demonstrate her radical change ofheart. Written 
into the lines ofIchundlch is the author's pain at the disillusionment 
she experienced upon realizing her Zionist dream. 

E LSE LASKER-SCHOLER (1869-1945) was one of the signature prod
ucts of the early twentieth-century German-Jewish cultural renais

sance. Deemed by her contemporaries as "die jiidischste Dichterin" (the 
most Jewish poetess), Lasker-Schiller combined her involvement in the 
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modernist Expressionist movement with a Jewish self-assertion that was 
unique among German authors.1 Orientalist, Jewish themes pervaded 
much of her work, most notably Hebriiische Balladen (Hebrew Ballads, 
1917) and Das Hebriierland (The Land of Hebrews, 1937). At the end 
of her life, the Zionist-influenced author left behind an archive of writ
ings that recorded how she initially imagined, later visited, and was finally 
exiled to the Land of Israel. In 1933, after Lasker-Schwer was attacked 
in the streets of Berlin, she went into Swiss exile. She traveled back and 
forth between Switzerland and Palestine in the years that followed, in 
1934, 1937, and 1939. After her last trip, with the outbreak of war and 
her loss of German citizenship, Swiss authorities refused her re-entry. She 
remained in Palestine until her death in 1945.2 In the following essay, 
I investigate how Lasker-Schiller's last years of exile in Jerusalem trans
formed her literary portrayal of Palestine and Palestine's biblical, mythic 

. equivalent, the Land oflsrael, into locales of despondency. In doing so, I 
seek out the possibility of Zionist exile in the Holy Land. 3 

Exile evokes binaries: settled and uprooted, native and alien, familiar 
and strange. In Edward Said's essay "The Mind ofWmter," binary-driven 
imagery underpins his understanding ofexile. Despite his interrogation of 
various shades of exile and exilic authorship, Said nevertheless views his 
subject through a dichotomous paradigm: 

Just beyond the perimeter of what nationalism constructs as the 
nation, at the frontier separating "us" from what is alien, is the per
ilous territory of not-belonging. This is where, in primitive times, 
people were banished, and where, in the modern era, immense 
aggregates ofhumanity: loiter as refugees and displaced persons. One 
enormous difficulty in describing this no man's land is that nation
alisms are about groups, whereas exile is about the absence of an 
organic group situated in a native place.4 

The picture that Said paints foregrounds the reified nation as the pro
tagonist. The nation's boundaries delineate the here and the there, or as 
Said writes, separates '"us' from what is alien." From the viewpoint of 
this nation, all other nations maintain the status of "not-belonging." I 
question whether this schematic for understanding exile, with its rigid 
dichotomies, can hold true at the individual level, beyond the abstract 
perspectives on "nationalism" and "nation." What if a person were exiled 
from one nation to a second nation to which she or he also "belonged?" 
A dual citizen, for example, has no place within Said's view ofexile as "the 
absence of an organic group situated in a native place." This problem can 
serve as the groundwork for an exploration into the particular case study 
of German Zionists exiled to Palestine during the Nazi era. 

Else Lasker-Schwer enters here as a case study in exile. For Zionist
leaning German Jews who left for Palestine during the Nazi period, the 
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place of exile functioned in a manner unlike exilic experiences in the 
United States, France, or elsewhere. Said's statement that "exiles are cut 
off from their roots, their land, their past" seems nonsensical when faced 
with the Zionist historiographic efforts to integrally link the modern Jew 
with the Land of Israel. Judaism and the later political development of 
Zionism emphasized life outside of the Land of Israel, "in the Diaspora," 
as exile. Within this framework, Lasker-Schiller's exile to Palestine should 
have been a return to her roots, her land, and her past. Rather than argue 
here for a dual-citizen, or bi-national, problematic in Said's discussion, I 
will instead show that his view of exile, which does not allow for the pos
sibility of a homecoming abroad, indeed sheds light on understanding 
Lasker-Schiller's later writings. In its final analysis, this essay showcases 
the transformative effects of exile even in this most unlikely of cases, a 
Zionist exiled to Jerusalem. 5 

The play Ichundlch, written between 1940 and 1941, is a key work 
in understanding Lasker-Schiller's exile.6 Ichundlch is a rhyming avant
garde play that relentlessly utilizes Verfremdungseffekt (alienation effect) 
to keep the audience questioning the author's motives. In brief summary, 
the five-act play opens in a theater in Jerusalem with "die Dichterin des 
Schauspiels" (the poetess of the play), announcing to the audience that 
she has "split" herself. While the play only returns to Jerusalem and the 
poetess in the final act, the main story takes place in hell without her. 
There, Mephisto and Faust discuss their relationship, eternity, God, and 
the Nazis. While they philosophize, Hitler, Goebbels, and other Nazi 
officials make a deal with Mephisto (also addressed as "the devil" and 
"Satan") for oil.7 In the fourth act, upon realizing the extent of the Nazis' 
evil, Mephisto repents. He and Faust join to become one person, and 
together they ascend to heaven. In the fifth act, the ascent of Mephisto 
and Faust leaves the Nazis in hell as they are engulfed by lava. Sporadic 
interruptions remind the audience that Mephisto and Faust are actors 
under the directorship of Max Reinhardt, who is another of the play's 
characters, and the poetess. The audience is thus made aware that they are 
watching a play within a play. 

Lasker-Schwer staged and performed in Ichundlch three times 
between 1941 and 1943.8 It remained unpublished until 1970, in the 
opinion of one commentator because of the confusing narrative devices 
and prose that would have been seen as "senile babbling that would harm 
the poet's reputation."9 Indeed even today, secondary sources reference 
the work only tangentially and offer little in the way ofinterpretation out
side of deeming it a vengeful fantasy about the Nazis. In contrast, I argue 
that this work is a significant turn away from Lasker-Schiller's pre-exilic 
writings, which pushed the Zionist narrative in an effervescent idealiza
tion of the Jewish homeland. In the first part of this essay, I will contex
tualize this shift by briefly analyzing two poems written before and after 
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Ichundich, one from 1901 and another from 1943, to demonstrate the 
dramatic change in tone. In the second part of the essay, I will position 
Ichundich, written directly after her exile began, as the pivot point, and 
I will unpack the layers of the play to offer a hermeneutic of space, time, 
and fractured subjectivity. In the final analysis, Ichundich does not serve 
as an exception to exilic writing, and Said's essay can contribute to an 
assessment of this unique type ofexile. 

Edward Said comes into this discussion for a number ofconnections 
to Else Lasker-Schiller. His theoretical work on Orientalism has been 
utilized in analyses of Lasker-Schiller's Jewish Orientalism and the place 
of Jews as Oriental others in the Western imagination.10 Yet, the con
nection between Lasker-Schiller and Said is deeper in that their respec
tive reflections on exile stemmed from experiences that centered on 
Jerusalem. While Lasker-Schiller was exiled to that city, Said was exiled 
from there. Said was born in 1935 as a Christian Arab in Jerusalem, and 
his family home was confiscated by the nascent state of Israel in 1948. 
His thoughts on exile seem ideal to be put in conversation with those 
of Lasker-Schiller, who as already mentioned was an exile in Jerusalem 
between 1939 and 1945. Perhaps the child Said and the elder Lasker
Schiller once crossed paths in the streets.11 The irony of seeing Said's 
and Lasker-Schiller's exiles in juxtaposition is that exile seems to evoke 
loss at either end-coming and going. Ichundich reflects the author's 
pain despite living in the Holy Land and realizing the Zionist dream. 
Rather than writing a play about a triumphant homecoming, Lasker
Schiller condemns Jerusalem to hell. Her antagonistic feelings toward 
the city shed light on her experience and the meaning of exile for others 
at the unlikely juncture of exile and homecoming. 

The Exilic Shift 
In 1901 Lasker-Schiller published two poems, "Sulamith" and "Das Lied 
des Gesalbten" (The Song of the Anointed) in Ost und West, a prominent 
journal of the Jewish renaissance.12 "Sulamith" is Lasker-Schiller's earli
est poem that references Jerusalem, and it paints an idyllic sentiment not 
found in her later works. Lasker-Schiller writes from the perspective of 
Sulamith (in Anglophone sources, "Shulamite"), who is the woman of 
King Solomon's desire in the erotic book of the Bible, Song of Songs. 
In the biblical account, Shulamite's physical attributes are described with 
similes and metaphors that push the bounds of Hebrew's linguistic elo
quence and chastity: 

Return, return, 0 Shulamite; return, return, and let us gaze upon 
you. What will you see for the Shulamite, as in the dance of the two 
camps? How fair are your feet in sandals, 0 daughter ofnobles! The 
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curves of your thighs are like jewels, the handiwork of a craftsman. 
Your navel is a round basin, where no mixed wine is lacking; your 
belly is a stack of wheat, fenced in with roses. Your two breasts are 
like two fawns, the .twins ofa gazelle.13 

Lasker-Schiller drew her inspiration for "Sulamith" from this biblical por
trayal of the woman with the basin-navel. Before 1901 she had experi
mented with eclectic religious motifs that referenced Islam, Christianity, 
and Buddhism, but it was with "Sulamith" and "Das Lied des Gesalbten" 
that she first utilized Jewish symbolism.14 

Sulamith 

0, ich lernte an Deinem siissen Munde 

Zu viel der Seligkeiten kennen! 

Schon fiihl' ich die Lippen Gabriels 


Auf meinem Herzen brennen, 

Und die Nachtwolke trinkt 

Meinen tiefen Cederntraum. 

0, wie Dein Leben mir winkt, 


Und ich vergehe 

Mit bliihendem Herzeleid! 

Und verwehe im Weltraum, 


In Zeit, 

In Ewigkeit, 


Und meine Seele vergliiht in den Abendfarben 

Jerusalems.15 


[Shulamite 

0, from your sweet mouth 

I learned too much of bliss! 

Already I feel Gabriel's lips 


Burning on my heart, 

And the night-cloud drinks 

My deep dream ofcedars. 

0, how your life beckons to me! 


And I dissolve 

With blossoming heartbreak! 

And drift away in space, 


In time, 

In eternity, 


And my soul burns away in the evening colors 

OfJerusalem.16] 


The kisses from King Solomon elevate Shulamite to such spiritual 
heights that she meets the angel Gabriel, who continues where Solomon 
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left off. Shulamite's "dream of cedars" alludes to the biblical cedars of 
Lebanon and the Land of Israel, and evokes feelings of passion that nur
ture the surrounding clouds: "Und die Nachtwolke trink.t / Meinen 
tiefen Cederntraum" (And the night-cloud drinks / My deep dream of 
cedars). In the final two lines, the setting sun of Jerusalem quietly quells 
Shulamite's passionate soul. 

"Sulamith" is a poem of serenity, spiritual elation, and passion. 
It exhibits the characteristics of Lasker-Schiller's later Jewish-infused 
works in several ways: 1) the appropriation of biblical characters, 2) the 
first-person narrative, and 3) a spiritual exuberance mixed with eroti
cism. This is the first time in her oeuvre that the traditional Jewish 
theme of yearning for Jerusalem appears. The poem ends with the set
ting sun of Jerusalem; Shulamite's soul expends its energy upon seeing 
Zion. In her first poem to mention Jerusalem, Lasker-Schiller couples 
the city with eternity in Shulamite's celestial drift "im Weltraum, / In 
Zeit, / In Ewigkeit" (in space, / In time, /In eternity). The heavenly 
domain and Jerusalem are inseparable-they are the same place and run 
on the same eternal time. These same themes, as will be discussed, were 
carried forty years later into Ichundlch; however, their connection with 
Jerusalem was severed. 

Lasker-Schiller published "Sulamith" at least six times between 1901 
and 1934, malting it a staple of her literary career.17 Jerusalem as a lit
erary figure in her works can be traced on a trajectory from this early 
piece through the twenties to the 1937 publication of Das Hebraerland 
(The Land of Hebrews). This prose work, written in first-person and 
interspersed with poems, is a book-length romanticization of the Land 
of Israel with her observations from touring Palestine. In one scene, she 
reflects upon her childhood, when she repeatedly asked her mother if 
there were silver stars in Jerusalem.18 Notably, Lasker-Schuler ends Das 
Hebraerland with the poem "Sulamith." 

There is a striking difference between this period of thirty-seven years, 
in which her exuberant "Sulamith" was published repeatedly, and her 
exilic work, written in only a period ofsix years in Jerusalem. In Ichundlch 
and other works from these last few years, the yearning for Jerusalem dis
appears and Jerusalem is equated with hell. To demonstrate this dramatic 
shift, I will briefly discuss the first three stanzas of"Jerusalem," a poem 
published in her 1943 collection, Mein blaues KlaTJier (My Blue Piano): 

Gott baute aus Seinem Ruckgrat: Palltstina 
aus einem einzigen Knochen: Jerusalem. 

lch wandele wie durch Mausoleen
Versteint ist unsere Heilige Stadt. 
Es ruhen Steine in den Betten ihrer toten Seen 
Statt Wasserseiden, die da spielten: kommen und vergehen. 
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Es starren Griinde hart den Wanderer an
Und er versinkt in ihre starren Nachte. 
lch habe Angst, die ich nicht iiberwaltigen kann.19 

[God built out ofHis spine: Palestine 
Out ofa single bone: Jerusalem. 

I wander as through mausoleums
Our holy city is petrified. 
There rest stones on the beds of its dead seas 
Instead ofwatersilks that played there: come and pass away. 

The ground stares hard at the wanderer-
And he sinks into its stark nights. 
I am afraid and I cannot overcome it.] 

In "Jerusalem," Lasker-Schiller unsettles traditional Jewish imagery in her 
appropriation of it. The poem begins with a reference from a traditional 
Jewish source: "Gott baute aus Seinem Riickgrat:. Palastina / aus einem 
einzigen Knochen: Jerusalem" (God built out of His spine: Palestine/ 
Out of a single bone: Jerusalem). Rabbinical commentary on the Torah 
maintains that in the future resurrection of the dead, righteous people 
will be reanimated from a single bone at the base of the skull, in Hebrew 
known as the luz bone, which, unlike other bones, does not decompose 
in the ground. These commentators have noted that the name luz is also 
an alternate name for Jerusalem (see Genesis 28:19). The reason sug
gested as to why this bone and Jerusalem share the same name is that just 
as a human body will be resurrected from this bone, so too will the world 
be redeemed and created anew from the city ofJerusalem.20 

Lasker-Schiller cites this traditional interpretation in her poem by set
ting the first two lines off in the style of a block quote. The poem fol
lows with an account ofJerusalem as seen by a first-person narrator, whose 
observations contrast sharply with the messianic belief underlying the 
quotation. The "I" of the poem wanders through the holy city. Death is 
all around, in mausolellins and dead seas. It seems as if Jerusalem has not 
developed from its state of creation, out of the bone. The city sits "ver
steint" (petrified). Replacing the water that once ran there, a seabed of 
stone now scars Jerusalem. Unlike "Sulamith," which focuses on the heav
ens and clouds above the city, this piece centers on the land and rocks. 
And when the narration does turn to the heavens, the evening skies of 
Jerusalem in "Sulamith" have been replaced by the night. The wanderer of 
"Jerusalem" sinks into these stark nights, and the narration reverts from the 
wanderer back to the fearful "I." The message ofmessianic hope found at 
the beginning of the poem "Jerusalem" is later dashed against the rocks of 
a harsh landscape, leaving the reader with death and fear. 
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The penultimate line in this excerpt, "Und er versinkt in ihre star
ren Nachte" (And he sinks into its stark nights), evokes a statement 
written by Lasker-Schiller at the start of her residence in Jerusalem. In 
a letter dated December 6, 1939, only a few months after her vaca
tion had become permanent, Lasker-Schuler wrote to her publisher and 
benefactor Salman Schocken: 

Ich habe mir das Sein in Jerusalem anders vorgestellt. Ich bin so tief 
enttauscht. Das Land blieb ja dasselbe: Urland, die Schopfung; aber 
ich versinke in mir und ich werde hier vor Traurigkeit sterben. Und 
mein Kind wird immer vereinsamt auf dem Friedhof in Berlin ruhen. 
Man weIB ja nicht wie alles ist, ich weiB nur, das Leben geht Hand in 
Hand mit dem Tod. Und logisch denken wollen ist gerade so unlo
gisch. Ich bin so tief enttauscht.21 

[I imagined a Jerusalem existence differently. I am so deeply disap
pointed. The land stayed the same: ancient land, the creation; but I 
am sinking within myself and I am going to die here of sadness. And 
my child is forever going to rest all alone in the cemetery in Berlin. 
One does not know how everything is, I only know that life goes 
hand in hand with death. And wanting to think logically is just so 
illogical. I am so deeply disappointed.] 

Twice, Lasker-Schuler states how she is "so tief enttauscht" (so deeply 
disappointed) in Jerusalem. She notably distinguishes Jerusalem from 
the Land of Israel, however. She concedes that the Land of Israel, 
emphasized as "das Land" in italics, has a special place as the "Urland" 
(ancient land) and land of creation. It is not the Land of Israel itself 
with which she is disappointed, but rather the "das Sein" (existence) in 
Jerusalem. Living in Jerusalem is causing her to "sink within" herself 
("ich versinke in mir"), bringing her closer to death. Her previous life 
in Germany, the resting place of her dead son Paul, pulls at her stronger 
than ever now that she cannot go back.22 Foreseeing her own death 
in exile while also reflecting on her son's death, she cannot associate 
Jerusalem with anything other than death. 

Earlier in 1939 she requested that Schocken finance her fantasti
cal plans to build a fair with a carousel in Jerusalem. In the request 
she sounds almost desperate to do something. She writes towards the 
end of the letter a choppy sentence with multiple dashes: "Auch eine 
Waffelbude. Was sagen Sie? Ich fliege sonst fort-was soll ich hier
da man-wie eingesperrt" (An ice cream stand as well. What do you 
think? Otherwise, I will fly away-what am I supposed to do here
since one-like being locked up) .23 Her incomplete sentences and lack 
of coherence add to the dramatic effect. She states an ultimatum: an ice 
cream stand or she is leaving. When she wrote that she would fly away, 
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she probably then realized her situation and the impossibility of leaving 
without her citizenship papers. The remainder of her sentence trails off 
until she finally concludes: "as if imprisoned." 

The connections between the poem and Lasker-Schiller's own life 
attest to the autobiographic nature ofmuch of her writing. The wanderer 
in "Jerusalem," who "sinks into its stark nights" (versinkt in ihre starren 
Nachte), mirrors Lasker-Schuler and her feelings: "Das Land blieb ja das
selbe: Urland, die Schopfung; aber ich versinke in mir und ich werde hier 
vor Traurigkeit sterben" (The land stayed the same: ancient land, the cre
ation; but I am sinking within myself and I am going to die here of sad
ness). She sees herself as this wanderer in a dead, holy city. Significantly, 
in the compilation Mein blaues Klavier, "Jerusalem" is placed between 
the poems "Meine Mutter" (My Mother) and "An mein Kind" (To My 
Child). The author sandwiches a poem about a wanderer in the lifeless 
city of Jerusalem between poems that reflect on the death of her fam
ily members, both buried in Germany. The moribund "Jerusalem" from 
1943, when juxtaposed with the ecstatic "Sularnith" (a poem that Lasker
Schuler had at one point also entitled "Jerusalem"24), lays bare the exilic 
shift in the work ofa Zionist author forced to live in the Holy Land. Exile 
had talcen its toll on Lasker-Schiller. 

Space in Ichundlch 
Now that Lasker-Schiller's loss of Orientalist fervor in her portrayal of 
Jerusalem has been established, I will turn to Ichundlch to pinpoint this 
momentous loss. Ichundlch is the one work that she conceived before 
exile, but executed while in exile. I argue that the play demonstrates the 
author's awareness ofher loss of exotic attraction to the holy city and that 
she narrates this loss through the motifs ofspace, time, and fractured sub
jectivity. Lasker-Schiller uses each of these elements to link the only two 
staged locations in the play-Jerusalem and hell. 

One way in which Lasker-Schuler condemns Jerusalem is through her 
use of space on the stage to play with traditional Jewish thought. Holy 
space is an intrinsic part ofJudaism and Jewish life. The Jewish Diaspora 
is intensely filled with yearning for a return to the Land oflsrael. Jewish 
law teaches that one should aspire to walk in the Jewish homeland, if only 
for four cubits. Rather than prescribing a simple holy/secular dichotomy 
of space (the Land oflsrael vs. everywhere else), Judaism yields an intri
cate layering and hierarchy of holy spaces. Even those who reach the 
Land of Israel yearn further to be in Jerusalem specifically. And once 
in Jerusalem, the pilgrim desires to be at the Western Wall, the retain
ing wall for the Second Temple. At the Western Wall, the pilgrim prays 
to be on the other side, on top of the Temple Mount where the Jewish 
temple once stood. And at the Western Wall, the Jew also prays for the 
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restoration of the destroyed temple-a yearning that conflates spatial and 
temporal desires.25 

Others have pointed to Lasker-Schiller's interest in kabbalah and the 
inclusion of kabbalistic references in her works starting around 1927.26 
Her incorporation of Jewish holy space into Ichundich follows this pat
tern. Yet in this play she upends traditional Jewish elements, as she does 
in her 1943 poem "Jerusalem." In the last scene, the poetess dies and the 
curtain drops. The audience then hears her voice singing from behind 
the curtain, "Ich freu mich so, ich freu mich so: Gott ist »da«!!" (I'm 
so happy, I'm so happy: God is here!!).27 In Judaism representing God 
and heaven is prohibited, and it seems that Ichundich is in dialogue with 
this tradition. It is important that not only does an offstage heaven play 
a role, but also an offstage Germany. Several times in the play, the Nazis 
enter hell in their negotiations with Mephisto from an unseen Germany. 
The places not represented are heaven and Germany. Conversely, the only 
places in Ichundich that the audience sees are.hell and Jerusalem-a strik
ing juxtaposition. Lasker-Schwer makes this explicit when she identifies 
the Jerusalem theater within the play as located near the Tower of David 
in a place called "Hollengrund" (the grounds of hell).28 Furthermore, 
the poetess's own life in Jerusalem parallels the lives of those in hell. 
Just before she dies in the final scene on a park bench, leaving Jerusalem 
behind to see God offstage, so too do Mephisto and Faust leave hell to 
ascend to heaven. This spatial representation is a double inversion of 
traditional thought. That she does not represent Germany, but defames 
Jerusalem suggests that Lasker-Schwer is dispossessing Jerusalem of its 
holiness and transferring it to Germany. 

The designation of a holier space located offstage also feeds into the 
kabbalistic Jewish Weltanschauung that sees the present, diasporic exis
tence as an illusory reality to be fulfilled when reaching the holier space.29 
The illusory world runs like a red thread in Ichundich, appearing in vari
ous forms throughout. In the prelude, in Jerusalem, the poetess exclaims, 
"Vor Sternenjahren weilte ich auf Erden schon! Und nur mein Vers 
war keine Illussion!!" (Star years ago I tarried on Earth! And only my 
poems were ho illusion!!). 30 Mephisto says from his position in hell, "Die 
obdachlosen Kinder Adams lebten schon, vertrieben aus der Edenwelt, in 
ihre Weltenillussion!!!" (The homeless children of Adam, driven out of 
their Eden world, were already living in the illusion ofa world!!!).31 And 
later he repeats the term "Weltenillussion [sic]" (illusion of a world).32 
These references to an "illusion of a world" further stress that the space 
on stage, the places on stage-Jerusalem and hell-are only an illusion set 
against some other reality. 

Lasker-Schiller brings Jewish thought into her work through the 
designation of holy space and the establishment of a hierarchy of real
ity between these sacred and profane spaces. Though these red threads 
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echo Jewish thought, she also works against traditional Jewish currents. 
This raises the question ofwhether Lasker-Schwer is turning her back on 
Jewish tradition or is, rather, ambivalent to it. She represents neither God 
nor heaven and is in dialogue with the kabbalistic conception of the illu
sory present. However, her juxtaposition ofJerusalem with hell onstage, 
and the placement of her fictitious Jerusalem theater in "the grounds of 
hell" are literally damning. This ambivalence suggests that rather than 
turning her back on Judaism, a year into her exile, she is simply turning 
on Jerusalem. 

Time in Ichundlch 
Lasker-Schwer uses time to further draw out the parallels between 
Jerusalem and hell. Considering a statement from Said's essay "The Mind 
ofWinter," in which he calls on the exile of Dante Alighieri, can help us 
engage with the theme ofexilic time: 

Dante's vision in The Divine Comedy is tremendously powerful in its 
universality and detail, but even the beatific peace achieved in the 
Paradiso bears traces of the vindictiveness and severity of judgment 
embodied in the Inferno. Who but an exile like Dante, banished from 
Florence, would use eternity as a place for settling old scores?33 

The markers of exile that Said attributes to Dante's masterpiece are 
embedded within Lasker-Schwer's work as well. Her spiteful portrayal 
of the Nazis, which leaves them wallowing in molten lava, neatly maps 
onto the storyline of the Inferno. One striking break with the com
parison, however, is the temporality, rather than eternality, of Lasker
Schiller's hell. 

A conversation between Mephisto and Faust about chess explic
itly uncouples the themes of exile and eternity. Mephisto says, "Doch 
meine Hand im Spiel, just meine einzige Passion hier im Exil" (But my 
hand's in the game, just my one passion here in exile). Faust responds 
inquisitively, "Euch Eure Holle, ein Exil??" (Your Hell exile for you??). 
Faust is surprised to learn that Mephisto is in hell against his will, and 
Mephisto responds with a cryptic line that suggests eternity is the remedy 
to his exile: "Nur Ewigkeit ist kein Exil" (Only eternity is no exile).34 
In the context of the play, Lasker-Schwer keeps eternity strictly limited 
to God and the heavenly realm. "Der Ewige" (the Eternal One) is used 
throughout Ichundich as another name for God. 35 At the end of this act, 
Mephisto recalls when he was seven years old and "Vater Gott" (Father 
God) exiled him from the Garden of Eden with Adam and Eve.36 For 
Mephisto, exile meant banishment from his father, the Eternal One, and 
only returning to him would end his exile. When Mephisto says, "Only 
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eternity is no exile," he desires an end to his exile in hell away from the 
Eternal One, his father. He implies that his exile away from the Eternal 
One is necessarily time-bound. 

Mephisto spends his exile dwelling upon lost family and lost time; 
the constriction of eternal to ephemeral time. Lost family and lost time 
are themes that plague the lives of both Lasker-Schiller and the play's 
poetess. The opposition between a temporal hell and an eternal heaven 
is thematically drawn out with clocks that run slow in the scenes in 
Jerusalem and hell. Lasker-Schiller couples Jerusalem and hell with tem
porality to indicate that Jerusalem and hell are in the same time zone. 
In the fourth act, the centerpiece of the play, Mephisto (Satan) capitu
lates. Once Mephisto realizes the error of his ways in dealing with the 
Nazis; hell begins to crack and the light of heaven shines in. Mephisto 
becomes disoriented as to time: "-Mittag schlagt es, horst Dus Freund, 
vom Turro. Wer sagt Dir, dass es nicht schon-Mitternacht geschla
gen? Bereits zeitlose Zeit-" (-It strikes noon, do you hear it, friend, 
from the tower? Who will tell you that it hasn't just struck-midnight? 
Already timeless time-).37 He hears the clock in the distance chiming 
but confuses it with noon instead ofmidnight. His conclusion, "zeitlose 
Zeit" (timeless time), is the recognition that hell is collapsing and eter
nity is approaching. This is the first time that he realizes that he will be 
reunited with his father, the Eternal One. 

A slow-running clock is mentioned three times: in hell during the 
play within a play and twice in Jerusalem in connection with the poetess 
of the play in the prelude and the last act. Before the poetess dies and 
goes to heaven, she too begins to notice clocks that run slow. In the brief 
prelude she observes, "Auch-geht die Turmuhr miide wie die meine 
nach!" (The tower clock, like mine, runs slow!).38 And in the last act, the 
scarecrow says, "12 schlagt es gerade auf des Warteraumes vorweltlich
verstimmten Uhr" (It's just striking twelve on the waiting room's prehis
torically out-of-tune clock).39 Disheveled time is one theme that keeps 
the mostly illogical play together from beginning to end, linking the hell
ish lives of the poetess and Mephisto. In "Sulamith" from 1901, Lasker
Schiiler wrote about the "Ewigkeit" (Eternity) of Jerusalem. By 1941 
Jerusalem had ceased being the eternal city. 

Fractured Subjectivity in Ichundlch 
A third thematic link, in addition to space and time, further connects the 
poetess in Jerusalem with Mephisto in hell. Said writes about an exile's 
need to "cultivate a scrupulous subjectivity" in order to cope with his or 
her new life.40 Ichundich utilizes various methods of layering to reflect 
Lasker-Schiller's "scrupulous subjectivity." Her subjective concerns are 
most evident in the title that suggests a split personality. The lack of 
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spaces between the three words, however, presents a paradox in which the 
two "Ich"s form a single whole, eschewing notions of a complete split. 
The title also intimates an essentially autobiographical play, a theatrical 
memoir. Lasker-Schwer, in the role of the poetess, starts the play with the 
facts ofher own life: "Es war vor zehn und einhalb Jahren in der gottver
lassenen Nacistadt-" (It was ten and a half years ago in the godforsaken 
Nazi city-).41 Lasker-Schiller not only writes about herself but also acts 
out the role that she has written about herself. She, in the role of the 
poetess, announces to the audience, "Da ich mich teilte in zwei Halften 
kurz vor Tageslichte, In zwei Telle: Ichundlch!" (I divided myself into 
two halves shortly before dawn, into two parts: Iandl!).42 After this she 
delivers a monologue about how the "Ichundlch" meet each other face 
to face. The play is reminiscent of the infinite reflections one sees when 
placing two mirrors in front of each other. This is just the first of many 
layers in the play. 

In addition to the poetess who splits herself, other doubles appear 
as well. One of the doubles involves the famous director Max Reinhardt, 
who is a character in the play, and whose appearance reminds the audi
ence members that they are watching a play within a play. At the end 
of the first act, the actor playing Mephisto refuses to do as Reinhardt 
wishes, which forces the director to switch the actor out in the middle 
of a scene.43 A second double comes at the end of the fourth act, when 
Mephisto "capitulates" to God and unites with Faust, his other "I." Faust 
and Mephisto ascend to heaven with angels' wings wrapped around them, 
and Faust says, "Uns beide-stillvereint im Leibe: Ichundich" (The two of 
us-calmly conjoined in the body: IandI).44 Not only is Mephisto played 
by two actors, Mephisto is also the complementary half to Faust. The 
second appearance of the neologism "Ichundlch » again strengthens the 
link between this scene in hell and the beginning scene in Jerusalem when 
the poetess first uses the word. Like the motifs ofspace and time that link 
the two scenes of Jerusalem and hell together, the Mephisto-Faust bond 
also serves as a connection to the multilayered aspects ofLasker-Schiller's 
subjectivity in exile.45 

On being joined with Faust, Mephisto breaks the fourth wall and pro
poses to the audience, "Ich rate jedem der Gestalten im Publikum, ver
sucht den koniglichen Schnitt an dir. Er fiihrt zur klaren reinen Fuge!!" 
(I advise everyone in the audience, try this royal operation on yourself. 
It puts everything back together clearly and purely!!).46 Lasker-Schiller 
uses such Verfremdungseffekte to universalize her individual exilic experi
ence with her fellow German Jews sitting in the audience of the Jerusalem 
theater. Mephisto makes scrupulous subjectivity sound therapeutic. Emily 
Apter observes that a "fractured subjectivity" often accompanies exile.47 
Apter's use of "fractured" differs from Said's conception of a "scrupu
lous" subjectivity, but captures this dramatic presentation ofa subjectivity 
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that refutes the very title Ichundlch, which implies a mere dual or bipolar 
nature to exilic self-reflection. This play yields multiple references to the 
poetess splitting herself, Mephisto split between two actors, and Faust 
and Mephisto joining. A more suitable title for Ichundlch would seem
ingly be Ichundlchundlch ... ad infinitum. 

Conclusion 
like Dante before her, Else Lasker-Schiller uses her exilic work Ichundlch 
to reflect on her past life and to explore the sociopolitical causes for her 
exile. Lasker-Schiller mines the core ofGerman literature in pursuit ofthese 
causes, dragging her enemies to hell in a Faustian framework.48 I have 
argued that she manipulates space, time, and a fractured subject position as 
an expression of exilic pain. Her yearning for horrie comes at the expense 
of the location of exile. Spatially and temporally, she draws connections 
between Jerusalem and hell, and even the play within the play is held in a 
location in Jerusalem called "Hollengrund" (the grounds ofhell). Both the 
poetess in Jerusalem and Mephisto in hell verbalize their fractured subjec
tivity. Both exclaim that they are "Ichundlch," and both come to a resolu
tion by the end of the play, once they have escaped their hell. 

The prospect of spending the rest of one's days in the Holy Land 
would seem ideal for "the most Jewish poetess" and for someone with a 
voracious pre-exilic appetite for all things Jewish. However, Said's exposi
tion on exile in "The Mind ofWinter," which does not allow roomJor a 
dual citizen or the po55ibility of a homecoming abroad, sheds light here. 
On final analysis, Said's statement that "exiles are cut off from their roots, 
their land, their past" holds true even in this most unlikely of cases. In the 
same essay, Said intriguingly refers to Arab Palestinians as experiencing a 
specific, almost superlative, exile. He writes that the immigration ofJewish 
settlers and the concomitant displacement of Arab Palestinians led to the 
latter group--to which he himself belonged-being "exiled by exiles."49 

This idea ofJews as exiles in Palestine, which runs counter to the Zionist 
narrative, is clearly evident in the later writings ofLasker-Schiller. 

Ichundlch was but one part of a single volume planned in a series of 
works on Palestine, an encore to the 1937 Das Hebriterland. As Lasker
Schiller's plans evolved between the 1937 inception of work on the play 
and its completion in 1941, she formulated several alternate names for this 
second "Palastinabuch" (which remained a fragment), including Tiberias 
(Tiberia) and Die Heilige Stadt(The Holy City).50 In the end, Ichundlch 
was the most developed part of the book fragment. Ironically, a play that 
she intended to dedicate to the "holy city" ended up condemning it. That 
Lasker-Schiller presents an unlikely case for the affirmation of exilic bina
ries might yield an interpretation for the subtitle of Ichundlch, "eine the
atralische Tragodie" (a theatrical tragedy). Ostensibly, nothing in this play 
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is specifically tragic. Although the poetess dies in the last scene, she ulti
mately beholds God in heaven. Mephisto and Faust unify and leave hell 
together, and Mephisto is able to return to his father. The demise of the 
Nazis hardly seems to make the work a tragedy. With lack of a clear tragic 
referent, the subtitle suggests that Lasker-Schiller recognized her personal 
tragedy in turning away from the city for which she had once yearned. 

Notes 
1 Both Peter Hill and Werner Kraft used the phrase "die judischste Dichterin" 
(the most Jewish poetess) to describe Lasker-Schiller. See Peter Hill, "Else Lasker
Schuler,'' in Die gesammelten Gedichte von Else Lasker-Schuler, ed. Peter Hill 
(Leipzig: Verlag der WeiBen Bucher, 1917), 7-8; Else Lasker-Schiller, Verse und 
Prosa aus dem Nachlass, ed. Werner Kraft, Gesammelte Werke 3 (Munich: Kosel, 
1961), 153. All translations not credited to someone else are the author's own. 
2 Anastasia Telaak and Petra Kunik, ": . . ein Edelstein inmitten einer braunen 
Emaitte»: Jerusalem und die Dichterin Else Lasker-Schuler (Trier: AphorismA, 
2003), 7-14; Stefanie Leuenberger, "Seltene Raume der Gemeinschaft-Jerusa~ 
lem im Werk Else Lasker-Schillers," in Schrift-Raum Jerusalem: Identitatsdiskurse 
im Werk deutsch-judischer Autoren (Cologne: Bohlau, 2007). 
3 I use "Palestine" as the actual geopolitical term for the area at the time ofLasker
Schiller's exile from Germany, and Land oflsrael for the traditional Jewish, bibli
cal, as well as Zionist referent for the same area. The latter is more romantically, 
ideologically laden. 
4 Edward W. Said, "The Mind of Winter: Reflections on Life in Exile," Harpers 
269, no. 1612 (1984): 51. 

5 Labeling Lasker-Schuler a Zionist might raise some eyebrows. On the one hand, 
I am using Lasker-Schiller as an entry way to considering the idea of a Zionist 
in exile. On the other hand, I am pushing back against the notion that Lasker
Schiller was not Zionist. Positioning this article alongside the work of Mark Gel
ber and his contextualization of Franz Kafka in a Zionist framework, I too would 
like to work beyond present-day labels of Zionism to reveal the historical context. 
(See Mark H. Gelber, "Kafka und zionistische Deutungen," in Kajka-Handbuch: 
Leben, Werk, Wirkung, ed. Bettina von Jagow and Oliver Jahraus [Gottingen: 
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2008].) The secondary literature uses the (positively 
inflected?) term "cultural Zionism" versus (the negatively inflected?) "political 
Zionism,'' but it would be ahistorical to refer to Lasker-Schiller as participating 
in only cultural Zionism before this movement was called forth at the 1905 Zion
ist Congress. Indeed her contemporaries received her as a Zionist. (See Franz 
Graetzer, "Else Lasker-Schulers lyrisches Werk,'' Die literarische Gesellschaft 4 
[1918], as cited in Calvin N. Jones, The Literary Reputation ofElse Lasker-Schuler: 
Criticism, 1901-1993 [Columbia, SC: Camden House, 1994], 19.) Furthermore, 
her repeated travels to Palestine before her exile there should speak for itself. And 
yet scholars point to a statement to her fellow Jerusalemite Martin Buber to prove 
that she was not a Zionist: "Ich bin keine Zionistin, keine Judin, keine Christin; 
ich glaube aber ein Mensch, ein sehr tieftrauriger Mensch" (I am not a Zionist 
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woman, not a Jewish woman, not a Christian woman; but I believe I am a human 
being, a very sad human being). (See Sigrid Bauschinger, Else Lasker-Schuler: 
Biographie [Gottingen: Wallstein, 2004], 369.) But as this article will point out, 
Lasker-Schiller made this statement after years ofdesperation in e:xile. Those same 
scholars who want to argue that Else Lasker-Schiller was no Zionist, based on this 
quote, seemingly should also not refer to her as Jewish. 
6 Else Lasker-Schiller, "Ichundlch," in Dramen, ed. Georg-Michael Schulz, Werke 
und Briefe: Kritische Ausgabe 2 (Frankfurt am Main: Judischer Verlag, 1996), 
317-18. 
7 English translations from Else Lasker-Schiller, Three Plays: Dark River, Arthur 
Anonymus and His Ancestors, and I and I, ed. Inca Molina Rumold, trans. Jane 
Curtis (Evanston, IL: Northwestern University Press, 2005)°, 237. The corre
sponding German passage is found in Lasker-Schiller, Ichundich, 199. 
8 This historical information is found in the edition Else Lasker-Schiller, Ichun
dich, ed. Karl Jurgen Skrodzki and Kevin Vennemann (Frankfurt am Main: 
Judischer Verlag, 2009), 68-78. 
9 Lasker-Schiller, Three Plays, xxvii and xxii, n. 23."In this introduction, Rumold 
incorrectly writes that Ichundich remained unpublished until 1980. The play was 
first published in 1970. See Else Lasker-Schiller, "Ichundlch: Nachlafischauspiel. 
Herausgegeben von Margarete Kupper," in Jahrbuch der Deutschen Schiller.gesell
schaft, ed. Fritz Martini, Walter Miiller-Seidel, and Bernhard Zeller (Stuttgart: 
Alfred Kroner, 1970), 24-99. 

lO See Nina Berman, Orientalismus, Kolonialismus und Moderne: Zum Bild des 
Orients in der deutschsprachigen Kultur um 1900 (Stuttgart: M & P, 1997), 
11-40, 260-345. 
11 In his autobiography, Said wrote, "I saw none of the newly resident Jewish 
immigrants except elsewhere in West Jerusalem ..." Edward W. Said, Out of 
Place: AMemoir(NewYork: Knopf, 1999), 110-11. 

12 "Sulamith" was printed in the year of the journal's founding, after Martin 
Buber's essay "Judische Renaissance," in its first issue, gave the nascent cultural 
movement the name "Jewish Renaissance." For the importance of Ost und West, 
see David A. Brenner, Marketing Identities: The Invention ofJewish Ethnicity in 
Ost und WCst (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1998). 

13 Sotig ofSongs, 7:1-5. 

14 For eclectic religious motifs, see the poems "Kismet," "Sehnsucht," and 
"Karma" in Else Lasker-Schiller, Gedichte, ed. Karl Jiirgen Skrodzki and Nor
bert Oellers, vol. 1.1 of Werke und Briefe: Kritische Ausgabe (Frankfurt am Main: 
Judischer Verlag, 1996), 12, 15, and 23. 
15 Lasker-Schiller, Else, "Sulamith," Ost und West 1, no. 6(1901): 457-58. 
16 The translation provided here is a slightly modified version of the one provided 
in Else Lasker-Schiller, Selected Poems, ed. and trans. Audri Durchslag-Litt and 
Jeanette Litman-Demeestere (Kobenhavn: Greenlnteger, 2002), 206-7. 
17 In Ost und West 1, no. 6 (1901); Styx (1902, 1913); Hebrii-ische Melodien 
(edited by Julius Moses, 1907); Hebriiische Balladen (1913, 1914, 1920); 
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Gesammelte Gedichte (1917, 1919, 1920); Israelitisches Familienblatt (Hamburg) 
36, no. 43, Beilage (1934); Das Hebriierland (1937). 
18 Else Lasker-Schiller, "Das Hebrlierland,"' in Prosa und Schauspiele, ed. Fried
helm Kemp, Gesammelte Werke 2 (Munich: I<Osel, 1962), 808. 
19 Lasker-Schiller, "Jerusalem," in Werke und Briefe 1.1, 282-83. 
20 Rabbeinu Bachya, Midrash Rabeinu Bachya: Genesis and Exodus I 1l':J.1 wii~ 
"n:i, 5 vols., vol. 1-2 (Jerusalem 1973), 49a; Chaim Vital, Bits HaDat Tov I :iio l'll 
n!li;i (Zolkiew: Stiller, 1867), 16a. My interpretation of this bone in Lasker-Schill
er's poem runs counter to Ricarda Dick's reading that sees it as a reference to 
Adam's rib. Such a reading would have to answer why Lasker-Schiller references 
a bone from the spine (Riickgrat). See Else Lasker-Schiller, Prosa, 1903-1920: 
Anmerkungen, ed. Ricarda Dick, vol. 3.2 of WCrke und Briefe: Kritische Ausgabe 
(Frankfurt am Main: Judischer Verlag, 1996), 345. 
21 Else Lasker-Schiller and Salman Schocken, "Was soil ich bier?": Exilbriefe an 
Salman Schocken, ed. Sigrid Bauschinger and Helmut G. Hermann (Heidelberg: 
Lambert Schneider, 1986), 57. 
22 Paul Lasker-Schuler (1899-1927) died of tuberculosis. 
23 Lasker-Schiller and Schocken, "Was soil ich bier?,» 52. For much of her life, 
Lasker-Schiller was in need of money. She later asked Schocken to support her 
plans to open up a donkey rental so that one might ride around in the Old City of 
Jerusalem. Else Lasker-Schiller, Briefe, 1937-1940, ed. Karl Jurgen Skrodzki and 
Andreas B. Kilcher, vol. 10 of WCrke und Briefe: Kritische Ausgabe (Frankfurt am 
Main: JudischerVerlag, 1996), 298. 
24 On a 1920 reprint ofthis poem at the Else Lasker-Schiller archive in Jerusalem, 
the word Jerusalem is handwritten above the title Sulamith. Else Lasker-Schiller, 
Gedichte: Anmerkungen, ed. Karl Jiirgen Skrodzki and Norbert Oellers, vol. 1.2 · 
of WCrke und Briefe: Kritische Ausgabe (Frankfurt am Main: Judischer Verlag, 
1996), 84. 

25 For example, one prayer said during the spring is "The Compassionate One! 
May he return for us the service of the Temple to its place, speedily in our days. 
Amen, selah!" See Siddur Ahavas Shalom: The Complete Artscroll Siddur, Nusach 
Ashkenaz, ed. Nosson Scherman and Meir Zlotowitz, 2nd ed. (Brooklyn: Meso
rah, 1990), 284-85. 
26 Sarah Fraiman-Morris, "Faust, Mephisto, and God in Else Lasker-Schiller's 
Ichundich," Seminar: A Journal ofGermanic Studies 43, no. 3 (September 2007): 
348. 
27 English translations for Ichundich are from Jane Curtis, or by the author ofthis 
article, slightly modifying Curtis's translations. Lasker-Schiller, German original 
from "Ichundlch," 235; English translation from Three Plays, 279. 
28 Lasker-Schiller, "Ichundlch," 187; Three Plays, 224. 
29 Zohar III, 169a. 

30 Lasker-Schiller, "Ichundlch," 186; Lasker-Schiller, Three Plays, 223. 

31 Lasker-Schiller, "lchundlch," 190; Three Plays, 227. 

32 Lasker-Schuler, "lchundlch," 219; Three Plays, 260. 
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33 Said, "The Mind ofWmter," 53. My emphasis. 
34 Lasker-Schiller, "Ichundlch," 208-91; Three Plays, 248. 
35 Lasker-Schiller, "Ichundlch," 211; Three Plays, 250 and passim. 
36 Lasker-Schiller, "Ichundlch," 216-17; Three Plays, 256-57. 

37 Lasker-Schiller, "Ichundlch," 212; Three Plays, 251. 
38 Lasker-Schiller, "Ichundlch," 186; Three Plays, 223. 

39 Lasker-Schiller, "Ichundlch," 231; Three Plays, 274. 
40 Said, "The Mind ofWinter," 54. 
41 Lasker-Schiller, "Ichundlch," 185; Three Plays, 222. Despite the autobiograph
ical nature of the text, the division between author and the poetess in the play 
should not be completely erased, as Jane Curtis's English translation has done. 
Curtis fully substitutes "Else Lasker-Schiller" in for "poetess" in the stage direc
tions. And she adds Lasker-Schiller's name after the words "poetess" in several 
other places, rendering it "the poetess Else Lasker-Schiller." See Lasker-Schiller, 
Three Plays. 

42 Lasker-Schiller, "Ichundlch," 188; Three Plays, 225. 

43 Lasker-Schiller, "Ichundlch," 194; Three Plays, 232. 


44 Lasker-Schiller, "Ichundlch," 227; Three Plays, 269. 
45 See also Lasker-Schiller, "Ichundlch: Nachla&chauspiel. Herausgegeben von 
Margarete Kupper," 30. 

46 "Koniglicher Schnitt" (Royal operation) is a play on the German word "Kaiser
schnitt" (Caesarean section). Lasker-Schiller, "Ichundlch," 226; Three Plays, 268. 
47 Emily Apter, "Comparative Exile: Competing Margins in the History of Com
parative Literature," in Comparative Literature in the Age ofMulticulturalism, ed. 
Charles Bernheimer (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1995), 90. 

48 "It doesn't seem right to me to parody Goethe without exaggerating" (Mir 

liegt es nicht den Goethe, ohne Steigerung zu mimen). Lasker-Schiller, "Ichun

dlch," 193; Three Plays, 232. For the play's connections to Goethe's Faust, see 

Lasker-Schiller, "Ichundlch: NachlaBschauspiel. Herausgegeben von Margarete 

Kupper," 33-37; Fraiman-Morris, "Faust, Mephisto, and God in Else Lasker

Schiller's Ichundlch," 337-50. 


49 Said, "The Mind ofWinter," 51. 

50 In addition to the second Palestine book having several titles, the play Ichun
dlch itself had several alternative titles also, including "Hollenspiel" (Hell's 
Play) and "Der bekehrte Satan" (The Converted Satan). See Lasker-Schiller, 
Ichundlch, 73, 95-97; Lasker-Schiller, "Ichundlch," 349; Lasker-Schiller, 
Briefe, 1937-1940, 298. 
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